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The Chicken or the Egg Dilemma:
Should Your Asset Allocation
Determine Your Actuarial
Assumption or Vice Versa?
Rich Hazzouri, CFA
Sr. VP, Hazzouri Group at Morgan Stanley
Greg Stump, FSA
Chief Actuary, Boomershine Consulting Group
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Setting the Return Assumption
Who Has Input?

 Board of Trustees
 Other stakeholders from Plan Sponsor
and/or Members

 Investment Consultant
 Actuary
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Setting the Return Assumption

Plan/Board

Actuary

Investment
Consultant

CRUCIAL: The PURPOSE of the Assumption
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Today’s Discussion:
*****
I. Economic Assumptions

II. Asset Allocation
III. Assumption Setting Process
5
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I. Economic
Assumptions
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Economic Assumptions
Building Blocks
8%
7%
6%
5%

Real Return

4%
3%
2%
1%

Real Wage Growth
Inflation

0%
Investment Return
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Wage Inflation
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Economic Assumptions
Actuarial Assumptions are Long Term
 First Building Block is Inflation
 Multiple sources for inflation basis
 Lower inflation expectations  lower wage inflation and
lower returns… and vice-versa

 Wage inflation does not include career salary increases
 Total investment return = Inflation + Real Return
 Highly dependent on asset mix

 Interest Rate, Discount Rate, Return Assumption are
often used synonymously
9
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CURRENT/RECENT TRENDS
 Lower INFLATION expectations
 Old standard: 3.5%, new 2.5% to 3.0%

 Lower RETURN expectations
 By asset class and by portfolio
 There is not 100% agreement on these, but the trend is clear

 Why are pension funding assumptions decreasing?
 See above
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INFLATION: What Do the Experts Think?

Source: Philadelphiafed.org
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II. Asset Allocation
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III. Assumption Setting
Process
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A Simple Approach
Expected Equity Return = 9.5%
Expected Fixed Income Return = 5.0%
With 60% Equities, 40% Fixed:
expected return = .6 x 9.5% + .4 x 5.0% = 7.7%

PROBLEM: This is TOO simple, and does NOT
address RISK!
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What about the risk?
Investing in stocks provides the benefit of higher
returns (most believe)
BUT, fluctuations can be, have been, and will
continue to be severe
There are risk-adjustment formulas that some
actuaries use.
For example, the 7.7% in the example may be 7.3% when
adjusted for risk.
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Developing the
return assumption
with simulation
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SIMULATION OUTPUT
Lots of Stocks
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SIMULATION OUTPUT
Lots of Bonds
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Client Conversations & Primers
GIC Expectations for Returns

GIC Forecasts of Capital Market Returns
As of March 31, 2018

•

•

Annually, the GIC updates its estimates of annual expected returns, correlations, and
volatility for asset classes over two time horizons (20-year and 7-year).

•

These forecasts are integrated into scenario-based planning tools, asset-liability studies
and used to drive our asset allocation models.

•

The seven-year strategic forecasts are only modestly changed from last year, as much of
the improvement is already reflected in current asset prices. The notable changes are a
slight reduction in our US equity forecast and a decline in our Emerging Markets return
forecasts.

•

Given the recent rise in rates and the improving long-term outlook for continued interest
rate normalization from recent lows, both our broad fixed income forecast and our
ultrashort fixed income forecast have risen.

Source: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management GIC
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. This material is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or other
financial instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
WEALTH MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT RESOURCES | CHARTBOOK | GIC CAPITAL MARKET FORECASTS



How Did Our Strategic Forecasts Change?
As of March 30, 2018
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Source: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management GIC. Data as of March 10, 2017 Ultrashort Fixed Income represented by 90-day T-bills, US Fixed Income Taxable by Bloomberg Barclays US
Aggregate Index, High Yield Fixed Income by Barclays US Corporate High Yield Index. All other others are based on proprietary models.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. This material is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or other
financial instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
WEALTH MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT RESOURCES | CHARTBOOK | GIC CAPITAL MARKET FORECASTS



How Did Our Secular Forecasts Change?
As of February 28, 2018
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•

Source: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management GIC. Data as of March 10, 2017 Ultrashort Fixed Income represented by 90-day T-bills, US Fixed Income Taxable by Bloomberg Barclays US
Aggregate Index, High Yield Fixed Income by Barclays US Corporate High Yield Index. All other others are based on proprietary models.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. This material is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or other
financial instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
WEALTH MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT RESOURCES | CHARTBOOK | GIC CAPITAL MARKET FORECASTS



Our New Strategic Forecast Suggests International Equities to
Outperform US in Next Seven Years
As of March 30, 2018
7%
6.4%

6.4%
5.9%
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5.7%

5.7%

5.4%
5.2%
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5%
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US Small/MidCap Equities
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UK Equities

Emerging
Markets
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Japan Equities

Developed
International
Equities

European
Equities

Global
Global Equities Japan Equities
Small/Mid-Cap
Equities

Source: Robert J. Shiller of Yale University, Standard and Poor's, Bloomberg, FactSet, Haver Analytics, Datastream/IBES, Morgan Stanley Wealth Management GIC, Morgan Stanley & Co. as of
March 10, 2017
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. This material is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or other
financial instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
WEALTH MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT RESOURCES | CHARTBOOK | GIC CAPITAL MARKET FORECASTS



Our Seven-Year Estimates Also Suggest a Potential 3.9% Return
in a 60% Stock / 40% Bond Portfolio
Annualized Potential Total Return for 60% US Stock / 40% US Bond Portfolio¹
As of March 30, 2018
20%
18%

17.4%

16%
14%

13.2%

12%

Total Return

10.6%
10%
8%

6.8%

6.6%

6%
3.9%

4%
2%
0%
1983 - 1990

1990 - 1997

1997 - 2004

2004 - 2011

2011 - 20182

2018 - 2025E
3
(GIC 7-Yr Forecast)

Source: Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley Wealth Management GIC. (1) US stocks represented by the Russell 1000 Index and US bonds represented by the Barclays US Aggregate Index. (2)Through
August 31, 2018. (3) Forecasts are based on capital market assumptions as published in the GIC’s Inputs for GIC Asset Allocation: Annual Update of Capital Market Assumptions, March 29, 2018.
2025E begins with January 2018 data.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. This material is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or other
financial instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
WEALTH MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT RESOURCES | CHARTBOOK | GIC CAPITAL MARKET FORECASTS



We Think About Capital Market Forecasting on Three
Levels

•

Secular Forecasts

20-year time horizon based on long-term mean reversion

Strategic Forecasts

7-year time horizon based on current macro regime
(business cycle, relative valuations, volatility and
correlation trends)

Tactical Outlook

1-year outlook based on marginal changes in economic,
geopolitical, fundamental, technical and near-term risk
indicators

Source: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management GIC. Mean reversion suggests that prices and returns eventually move back toward the mean or average. Relative value is predicated on realization of a
valuation discrepancy in the relationship between multiple securities. Correlation is a statistical method of measuring the strength of a linear relationship between two variables. The correlation
between two variables can assume any value from -1.00 to +1.00, inclusive. Standard deviation (volatility) is a measure of the dispersion of a set of data from its mean.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. This material is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or other
financial instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
WEALTH MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT RESOURCES | CHARTBOOK | GIC CAPITAL MARKET FORECASTS

 

A Building-Block Approach to GIC Return Estimates
This approach to making forecasts of strategic investment returns reflects fundamental economic principles, as well
as empirical relationships that have prevailed over long periods of time.
As of March 30, 2018

Rising Rates (-)
Economic Path (+)
Credit Loss (-)

Roll Down (+)
Valuation (+/-)

Yield (+)
Earnings Payout
(+/-)

Equities
•

Fixed Income

Source: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management GIC. Equity risk premium is the excess return that an individual stock or the overall stock market provides over a risk-free rate. The risk-free rate
represents the interest an investor would expect from an absolutely risk-free investment over a specified period of time.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. This material is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or other
financial instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
WEALTH MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT RESOURCES | CHARTBOOK | GIC CAPITAL MARKET FORECASTS

 

Something to Think
About….
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Historical Stock Returns
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Historical Stock Returns
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Historical Stock Returns
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FUTURE STOCK RETURNS?
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Greg Stump
gstump@boomershineconsulting.com

Rich Hazzouri
Richard.J.Hazzouri@morganstanley.com
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APPENDIX

GRANULAR PORTFOLIO ALLOCATIONS
Report Prepared for PAPERS CASE STUDY
GRANULAR ALLOCATIONS
Current Portfolio

Portfolio 1

Portfolio 2

Ultra-Short Fixed Income

2.9%

3.0%

3.0%

Total Cash

2.9%

3.0%

3.0%

Short Term Fixed Income

6.5%

2.0%

1.0%

US Fixed Income

4.0%

7.0%

3.0%

International Fixed Income

2.4%

3.0%

2.0%

Long Term Government

14.0%

5.0%

3.0%

Long Term Corporate

14.0%

5.0%

3.0%

Total Bonds

41.0%

22.0%

12.0%

US Large Cap Growth Equity

9.5%

9.0%

10.0%

US Large Cap Value Equity

9.5%

9.0%

10.0%

1.0%

1.0%

US Mid Cap Growth Equity
US Mid Cap Value Equity
US Small Cap Growth Equity

3.8%

1.0%

1.0%

4.0%

4.0%

US Small Cap Value Equity

3.8%

4.0%

4.0%

Europe Equity

11.0%

15.0%

16.0%

Japan Equity

3.4%

4.0%

6.0%

2.0%

2.0%

Emerging Markets Equity

6.7%

6.0%

6.0%

Total Equities

47.8%

55.0%

60.0%

Commodities

0.4%

Asia Pacific ex Japan Equity

Master Limited Partnerships

1.0%

1.0%

Absolute Return Assets

1.5%

4.0%

5.0%

Equity Hedge Assets

1.3%

4.0%

5.0%

Equity Return Assets

4.1%

4.0%

5.0%

Private Equity

1.0%

7.0%

9.0%

Total Alternatives

8.3%

20.0%

25.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

TOTAL

Table depicts assumed allocations to granular asset classes for the Current and Proposed Portfolios presented on page . The preceding analysis was based on the allocations
listed above and the risk and return assumptions to follow on Pages 4-6 of the Appendix.
$SSHQGL[RI

ASSET CLASS TO GRANULAR ASSET CLASS MAPPING
Report Prepared for PAPERS CASE STUDY
ASSET CLASS MAPPING
BROAD ASSET CLASSES
Cash

ASSET CLASSES
Cash & Cash Equivalents

GRANULAR ASSET CLASSES
Ultra-Short Fixed Income
Short Term Fixed Income
US Fixed Income

Investment Grade Bonds
Bonds

International Fixed Income
Inflation-Linked Securities
Long Term Government
Long Term Corporate

High Yield Bonds

High Yield

Emerging Market Bonds

Emerging Markets Fixed Income
US Large Cap Growth Equity
US Large Cap Value Equity

US Equity

US Mid Cap Growth Equity
US Mid Cap Value Equity
US Small Cap Growth Equity

Equities

US Small Cap Value Equity
Europe Equity
International Equity

Japan Equity
Asia Pacific ex Japan Equity

Emerging Markets Equity

Emerging Markets Equity
Real Estate Investment Trusts

Real Assets

Commodities
Master Limited Partnerships

Alternatives

Absolute Return Assets

Absolute Return Assets

Equity Hedge Assets

Equity Hedge Assets

Equity Return Assets

Equity Return Assets
Private Credit

Opportunistic Assets

Private Equity
Private Real Estate Funds
$SSHQGL[RI

GIC STRATEGIC MODEL ALLOCATIONS
Report Prepared for PAPERS CASE STUDY
Level 2 Strategic Model Allocations

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Ultra-Short Fixed Income

15.0%

11.0%

7.0%

3.0%

1.0%

Total Cash

15.0%

11.0%

7.0%

3.0%

1.0%

Short Term Fixed Income

20.0%

16.0%

10.0%

5.0%

US Fixed Income

25.0%

20.0%

14.0%

8.0%

International Fixed Income

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

1.0%

High Yield

6.0%

4.0%

4.0%

2.0%

Total Bonds

53.0%

42.0%

30.0%

16.0%

US Large Cap Growth Equity

3.0%

4.0%

6.0%

8.0%

11.0%

US Large Cap Value Equity

3.0%

5.0%

7.0%

9.0%

12.0%

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

2.0%

2.0%

1.0%

1.0%

US Mid Cap Growth Equity
US Mid Cap Value Equity
US Small Cap Growth Equity
US Small Cap Value Equity

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

2.0%

2.0%

Europe Equity

6.0%

8.0%

12.0%

15.0%

21.0%

Japan Equity

3.0%

Asia Pacific ex Japan Equity

4.0%

4.0%

6.0%

7.0%

1.0%

2.0%

2.0%

3.0%

Emerging Markets Equity

3.0%

4.0%

5.0%

6.0%

8.0%

Total Equities

20.0%

28.0%

38.0%

52.0%

68.0%

Real Estate Investment Trusts

1.0%

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

Master Limited Partnerships

2.0%

3.0%

3.0%

3.0%

3.0%

Absolute Return Assets

2.0%

4.0%

2.0%

1.0%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

3.0%

6.0%
3.0%

Equity Hedge Assets
Equity Return Assets
Private Credit

1.0%

2.0%

2.0%

3.0%

Private Equity

1.0%

4.0%

7.0%

7.0%

7.0%

Private Real Estate Funds

5.0%

4.0%

4.0%

5.0%

5.0%

Total Alternatives

12.0%

19.0%

25.0%

29.0%

31.0%

Total

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%
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0RGHO3RUWIROLRVDUHUHFRPPHQGHGIRUFOLHQWVZLWKIHZHUWKDQPPLQLQYHVWDEOHDVVHWV/HYHO0RGHO3RUWIROLRVDUHUHFRPPHQGHGIRUFOLHQWVZLWKPRUHWKDQPPLQLQYHVWDEOHDVVHWV7KHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQ/HYHODQG/HYHOLVRZHGWR
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GIC RISK AND RETURN ASSUMPTIONS
Report Prepared for PAPERS CASE STUDY
STRATEGIC FORECASTS (Year 1-7)
Return
Cash & Bonds
Ultra-Short Fixed Income
Short Term Fixed Income
US Fixed Income
Long Term Government
Long Term Corporate
International Fixed Income
Inflation-Linked Securities
High Yield
Emerging Markets Fixed Income
Equities
US Large Cap Growth Equity
US Large Cap Value Equity
US Mid Cap Growth Equity
US Mid Cap Value Equity
US Small Cap Growth Equity
US Small Cap Value Equity
Europe Equity
Japan Equity
Asia Pacific ex Japan Equity
Emerging Markets Equity
Non-Traditional Asset Classes*
Real Estate Investment Trusts
Commodities
Master Limited Partnerships
Absolute Return Assets
Equity Hedge Assets
Equity Return Assets
Private Credit
Private Equity
Private Real Estate Funds

2.3%
2.6%
3.4%
3.2%
3.4%
2.0%
1.8%
3.8%
5.8%

Volatility Skewness Kurtosis
0.9%
1.4%
5.3%
10.6%
9.4%
4.2%
7.5%
8.3%
12.3%

0.11
0.14
0.22
0.09
0.05
-0.04
-0.16
-0.26
-0.61

2.92
3.06
3.61
3.14
3.32
3.01
3.29
3.74
4.19

SECULAR FORECASTS (Year 8+)
Return
3.4%
3.6%
4.9%
7.3%
7.4%
4.6%
5.9%
7.2%
7.7%

Volatility Skewness Kurtosis
0.9%
1.4%
5.3%
10.6%
9.4%
4.2%
7.5%
8.3%
12.3%

0.11
0.14
0.22
0.09
0.05
-0.04
-0.16
-0.26
-0.61

2.92
3.06
3.61
3.14
3.32
3.01
3.29
3.74
4.19

4.3%
5.9%
4.6%
6.2%
6.3%
6.6%
6.9%
7.0%
8.0%
8.4%

15.7%
13.7%
18.5%
14.8%
21.1%
16.8%
16.4%
20.0%
21.9%
21.6%

-0.18
-0.20
-0.21
-0.28
-0.18
-0.28
-0.18
-0.04
-0.18
-0.18

3.17
3.23
3.27
3.35
3.18
3.31
3.10
3.10
3.42
3.16

10.4%
10.1%
11.6%
10.9%
12.5%
11.6%
8.7%
9.4%
12.0%
13.6%

16.8%
14.4%
19.9%
15.5%
22.3%
17.2%
17.3%
20.7%
23.0%
22.7%

-0.18
-0.20
-0.21
-0.28
-0.18
-0.28
-0.18
-0.04
-0.18
-0.18

3.17
3.23
3.27
3.35
3.18
3.31
3.10
3.10
3.42
3.16

7.1%
4.4%
7.1%
3.5%
4.6%
4.7%
3.4%
8.1%
8.3%

16.7%
14.5%
16.0%
4.0%
8.2%
8.1%
8.0%
19.1%
17.3%

-0.11
-0.14
-0.11
-0.66
0.04
-0.21
-0.83
0.07
-1.17

3.52
3.21
3.15
3.98
3.00
3.20
5.61
3.22
5.45

9.3%
5.4%
9.2%
5.5%
6.1%
7.6%
8.1%
13.3%
10.1%

16.7%
14.5%
16.0%
4.0%
8.2%
8.1%
8.0%
19.1%
17.3%

-0.11
-0.14
-0.11
-0.66
0.04
-0.21
-0.83
0.07
-1.17

3.52
3.21
3.15
3.98
3.00
3.20
5.61
3.22
5.45

Source: Global Investment Committee as of
Feb 28, 2018. Annual return is the forecasted
arithmetic average annual return. Annualized
volatility, skewness and kurtosis estimates are
based on the longest available data through
Feb 28, 2018. Strategic Forecasts are
calibrated to a 7 year investment horizon.
Secular Forecasts are calibrated to a 20+ year
horizon.
Forecast estimates are for illustrative purposes
only, are based on proprietary models and are
not indicative of the future performance of any
specific investment, index or asset class.
Actual performance may be more or less than
the estimates shown in this table. Estimates of
future performance are based on assumptions
that may not be realized.
* The GIC applies significant statistical
adjustments to correct for distortions typically
associated with hedge fund, private equity and
private real estate index returns. For more
information, see the ‘Return Series
Adjustments’ section on Appendix page .
Investor Suitability: Morgan Stanley
recommends that investors independently
evaluate each asset class, investment style,
issuer, security, instrument or strategy
discussed. Legal, accounting and tax
restrictions, transaction costs and changes to
any assumptions may significantly affect the
economics and results of any investment.
Investors should consult their own tax, legal or
other advisors to determine suitability for their
specific circumstances. Investments in private
funds (including hedge funds, managedfutures funds and private-equity funds) are
speculative and include a high degree of risk.
All figures annualized. Asset class returns are
assumed to be serially independent. In some
cases, the asset classes in the forgoing
presentation are aggregations of the asset
classes listed above, as per the mapping
detailed on page 2 of the Appendix.
Assumptions for aggregated asset class are
simply aggregates of the above assumptions
with weights as per the Granular Portfolio
Allocations on Page 1 of the Appendix and
Model Allocations on page 3 of the Appendix
respectively. Please refer to the end of this
Appendix for important disclosures about this
presentation.
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FEE ASSUMPTIONS

Ultra-Short Fixed Income
Short Term Fixed Income
US Fixed Income
Long Term Government
Long Term Corporate
International Fixed Income
Inflation-Linked Securities
High Yield
Emerging Markets Fixed Income
US Large Cap Growth Equity
US Large Cap Value Equity
US Mid Cap Growth Equity
US Mid Cap Value Equity
US Small Cap Growth Equity
US Small Cap Value Equity
Europe Equity
Japan Equity
Asia Pacific ex Japan Equity
Emerging Markets Equity
Real Estate Investment Trusts
Commodities
Master Limited Partnerships
Absolute Return Assets
Equity Hedge Assets
Equity Return Assets
Private Credit
Private Equity
Private Real Estate Funds
PORTFOLIO LEVEL FEES

Strategic Secular
Gross
Gross
Return
Return
Forecast Forecast
2.3%
3.4%
2.6%
3.6%
3.4%
4.9%
3.2%
7.3%
3.4%
7.4%
2.0%
4.6%
1.8%
5.9%
3.8%
7.3%
5.8%
7.8%
4.3%
10.4%
5.9%
10.1%
4.6%
11.6%
6.2%
10.9%
6.3%
12.5%
6.6%
11.7%
6.9%
8.7%
7.0%
9.4%
8.0%
12.0%
8.5%
13.6%
7.1%
9.3%
4.4%
5.4%
7.1%
9.2%
3.5%
5.5%
4.6%
6.1%
4.7%
7.6%
3.4%
8.1%
8.1%
13.3%
8.3%
10.1%

Annual
Fees*
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

After-Fee After-Fee
Strategic Secular
Strategic Secular
Yield
Yield
Return
Return
2.3%
2.6%
3.4%
3.2%
3.2%
2.0%
1.8%
3.8%
5.8%
1.7%
2.7%
1.5%
2.9%
1.7%
3.5%
2.5%
1.5%
2.8%
2.8%
4.0%
0.0%
6.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
3.4%
0.0%
0.0%

3.4%
3.6%
4.9%
4.9%
4.9%
4.6%
5.9%
7.3%
7.8%
1.7%
2.7%
1.5%
2.9%
1.7%
3.5%
2.5%
1.5%
2.8%
2.8%
4.0%
0.0%
6.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
8.1%
0.0%
0.0%

2.3%
2.6%
3.4%
3.2%
3.4%
2.0%
1.8%
3.8%
5.8%
4.3%
5.9%
4.6%
6.2%
6.3%
6.6%
6.9%
7.0%
8.0%
8.5%
7.1%
4.4%
7.1%
3.5%
4.6%
4.7%
3.4%
8.1%
8.3%

3.4%
3.6%
4.9%
7.3%
7.4%
4.6%
5.9%
7.3%
7.8%
10.4%
10.1%
11.6%
10.9%
12.5%
11.7%
8.7%
9.4%
12.0%
13.6%
9.3%
5.4%
9.2%
5.5%
6.1%
7.6%
8.1%
13.3%
10.1%

Gross Return Forecasts Source: Global Investment
Committee. Strategic Forecasts are calibrated to a
7year investment horizon. Secular Forecasts are
calibrated to a 20+ year horizon.
NOTE: The foregoing hypothetical analysis has
been prepared on a ‘before-tax basis’, i.e. it
assumes that no tax liability is applicable to any
dividends, income or capital gains generated by
the investment portfolio. Morgan Stanley, its
affiliates, and its Financial Advisors or Private
Wealth Advisors do not provide legal or tax
advice.
* If included in this analysis, Portfolio and Asset
Class Level fees are hypothetical in nature, and do
not reflect any specific expenses or fees that might
actually be incurred in your portfolio. We include
them here to reflect our cognizance of the
capacity for expenses and fees to reduce the
returns investors ultimately realize, not by way of
forecasting their potential magnitude at the portfolio
or asset class level.
Please note that return forecasts for alternative
asset classes, with the exception of Commodities,
TIPS, REITS, MLPs, Infrastructure and Natural
Resources, already incorporate an estimate of the
fund-level fees. Fee inputs here are used either to
control for higher than average fees, or to add the
layer of fees associated with fund-of-fund products
or other vehicles that carry additional fees.
Please refer to the end of this Appendix for
important disclosures about this presentation.

0.00%
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CORRELATION MATRIX
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

1 Ultra-Short Fixed Income

1.00

2 Short Term Fixed Income

0.45 1.00

3 US Fixed Income

0.11 0.79 1.00

4 Long Term Government

0.03 0.52 0.85 1.00

5 Long Term Corporate

0.10 0.48 0.81 0.67 1.00

6 International Fixed Income

0.14 0.58 0.76 0.74 0.62 1.00

7 Inflation-Linked Securities

0.03 0.52 0.75 0.65 0.70 0.66 1.00

8 High Yield

0.18 0.04 0.16 0.14 0.50 0.01 0.30 1.00

9 Emerging Markets Fixed Income

0.04 0.17 0.34 0.15 0.48 0.17 0.37 0.56 1.00

10 US Large Cap Growth Equity

0.11 0.20 0.10 0.27 0.17 0.17 0.07 0.59 0.49 1.00

11 US Large Cap Value Equity

0.07 0.18 0.09 0.28 0.18 0.12 0.06 0.60 0.50 0.79 1.00

12 US Mid Cap Growth Equity

0.09 0.19 0.10 0.26 0.17 0.19 0.07 0.61 0.51 0.93 0.72 1.00

13 US Mid Cap Value Equity

0.09 0.15 0.04 0.24 0.24 0.09 0.13 0.66 0.51 0.75 0.96 0.74 1.00

14 US Small Cap Growth Equity

0.10 0.21 0.14 0.29 0.15 0.20 0.03 0.60 0.49 0.85 0.70 0.95 0.74 1.00

15 US Small Cap Value Equity

0.08 0.17 0.10 0.28 0.17 0.15 0.04 0.62 0.45 0.69 0.84 0.75 0.91 0.84 1.00

16 Europe Equity

0.07 0.28 0.18 0.32 0.13 0.16 0.02 0.58 0.45 0.79 0.75 0.77 0.72 0.73 0.67 1.00

17 Japan Equity

0.13 0.25 0.18 0.31 0.10 0.23 0.01 0.47 0.32 0.56 0.54 0.56 0.54 0.56 0.52 0.61 1.00

18 Asia Pacific ex Japan Equity

0.08 0.01 0.07 0.16 0.32 0.05 0.19 0.64 0.61 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.74 0.70 0.67 0.64 0.54 1.00

19 Emerging Markets Equity

0.08 0.07 0.02 0.22 0.27 0.12 0.15 0.67 0.67 0.74 0.71 0.76 0.71 0.73 0.66 0.69 0.58 0.89 1.00

20 Real Estate Investment Trusts

0.06 0.08 0.20 0.04 0.43 0.11 0.30 0.67 0.51 0.52 0.70 0.53 0.78 0.55 0.73 0.53 0.45 0.70 0.66 1.00

21 Commodities

0.05 0.10 0.06 0.14 0.16 0.11 0.16 0.36 0.32 0.30 0.35 0.35 0.38 0.31 0.32 0.19 0.26 0.51 0.50 0.39 1.00

22

23

22 Master Limited Partnerships

0.03 0.07 0.01 0.23 0.18 0.06 0.03 0.56 0.31 0.35 0.44 0.38 0.46 0.38 0.42 0.32 0.26 0.45 0.44 0.44 0.40 1.00

23 Absolute Return Assets

0.21 0.06 0.04 0.24 0.35 0.11 0.20 0.78 0.56 0.62 0.64 0.64 0.68 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.59 0.69 0.72 0.65 0.49 0.56 1.00

24

25

26

24 Equity Hedge Assets

0.01 0.27 0.30 0.27 0.25 0.31 0.35 0.03 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.10 0.14 0.25 0.06 0.17 1.00

25 Equity Return Assets

0.06 0.10 0.06 0.29 0.24 0.15 0.11 0.70 0.59 0.82 0.73 0.89 0.75 0.89 0.76 0.76 0.64 0.80 0.85 0.61 0.48 0.50 0.83 0.17 1.00

26 Private Credit

0.13 0.09 0.04 0.30 0.24 0.17 0.16 0.77 0.26 0.41 0.46 0.44 0.54 0.43 0.47 0.45 0.44 0.46 0.47 0.56 0.37 0.46 0.74 0.01 0.55 1.00

27

28

27 Private Equity

0.01 0.29 0.22 0.21 0.04 0.19 0.02 0.25 0.14 0.42 0.34 0.46 0.32 0.42 0.29 0.48 0.39 0.30 0.37 0.26 0.20 0.10 0.39 0.01 0.46 0.36 1.00

28 Private Real Estate Funds

0.08 0.21 0.15 0.20 0.00 0.13 0.09 0.26 0.21 0.36 0.53 0.35 0.54 0.39 0.52 0.41 0.33 0.38 0.34 0.54 0.31 0.25 0.38 0.01 0.39 0.32 0.43 1.00

Source: Global Investment Committee as of Feb 28, 2018. Based on the longest available data through Feb 28, 2018. Correlation is a statistical method of measuring the strength of a linear relationship
between two variables. The correlation between two variables can assume any value from -1.00 to +1.00, inclusive. Past performance is not indicative of future results. We apply significant statistical
adjustments to correct for distortions typically associated with index returns for hedge funds, private equity and private real estate. Correlation assumptions are the same for the strategic and intermediateterm horizons. All figures expressed annually. Asset class returns are assumed to be serially independent. Note that while the asset classes in the foregoing presentation are in certain cases aggregations of
the asset classes listed above, their assumptions are aggregations of the above.
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 Beta: A measure of the linear relationship between an asset or asset class and the asset or asset class it is being compared to, most typically that between an
individual stock and a market index. In the context of a stock to a market index, a stock’s beta dictates the average degree to which its historical returns coincided
with the returns to the index. A beta of 2, for example, implies that a stock has, on average, moved in the same direction as the index, (given that the beta is
positive), but with double its magnitude (i.e. a market increase of 5% would, on average, portend a stock increase of 10%, while a market decrease of 5% would,
on average, portend a stock decrease of 10%). In this presentation, beta is used to model the relationship between a stock and a proxy index, in conjunction with
the stock’s overall volatility (defined subsequently here).

 Conditional Value-at-Risk (Annual): A measure of the downside risk of an investment portfolio, Conditional Value-at-Risk is the expected (annual) loss in the
event the portfolio experiences a ‘one year in twenty’ downside event, i.e. a downside returns event so severe one might probabilistically expect it to occur, on
average, once every 20 years. In other words, Conditional Value-at-Risk is the average portfolio loss conditional on the portfolio experiencing particularly adverse
circumstances. As contrasts with Value-at-Risk, (defined subsequently), the metric is affected not just by the dispersion across all downside extremes, but by the
dispersion within downside extremes.

 Correlation: Correlation, or correlation coefficient, is a mathematical representation of the relationship between two asset classes and ranges between -1 and +1.
Perfect positive correlation (a correlation co-efficient of 1) implies that as a security moves, either up or down, the correlated security moves in lockstep. Perfect
negative correlation, alternatively, means that if one security moves in either direction the security that is perfectly negatively correlated will move by an equal
degree in the opposite direction. If the correlation is 0, the movements of the securities or asset classes are independent, meaning one’s moving does not
increase or decrease the likelihood of the other’s moving.

 Efficiency Analysis: Efficiency analysis plots portfolios along two dimensions, one corresponding to an investment objective, most typically forecasted return, and
the second to risk, most typically forecasted volatility, so as to evaluate the efficiency by which one is achieved at the expense of the other. Graphically speaking,
more 'efficient' portfolios appear in an efficiency analysis chart above less efficient ones controlled for forecasted risk, i.e. at the same point along the horizontal
axis. Research suggests that skillful blending of asset classes can maximize the tradeoff between objective and risk, and thus ‘efficiency’ is relevant to the
determination of an appropriate strategic asset allocation.

 Fat-Tailed Return Distribution: A probability distribution implying that large deviations from the average are materially more probable than what so-called
‘normal’ probability distributions imply is commonly referred to as being ‘fat tailed’. For further on this property of distributions, please see the ‘Skewness’ and
‘Kurtosis’ entries further in this Glossary.

 Kurtosis: A statistical measure of the “peakedness” of a distribution. In a return series that is leptokurtic, i.e. one that exhibits higher kurtosis than the normal
distribution, risk is manifested through low frequency high impact ‘events’, both positive and negative, measured as returns several standard deviations away from
the average. These distributions are called ‘fat tailed’ because their extremes are thick with probability (the normal distribution is ‘thin tailed’ such that returns 3 or
more standard deviations away from the average are exceedingly rare). In ‘low kurtosis’ return series, i.e. kurtosis less than or equal to normal, risk is manifested
through high frequency deviations close to the average. The vast majority of financial return series are leptokurtic, however some investments, e.g. hedge funds,
are significantly more so than other investments, which is an unfavorable attribute of their profile.

 Percentile Return: a measure of uncertainty based upon the forecast likelihood of events. For example, 5th percentile return is defined as the portfolio return that
only 5% of potential returns are less than (and by implication 95% of returns are greater than), a number which will vary greatly with the forecast frequency of
adverse return events.

 Probability of Return: In simple terms, the likelihood of a given return threshold being passed. Specifically, in the context of a model of capital market dynamics,
risk and return forecasts can be used to infer the likelihood that a given portfolio’s return will be above or below any nominal threshold at any specific future point
in time.

Probability < 0% or Probability of Loss is the probability that portfolio return will be less than or equal to zero.

Probability > Target Return or Probability > 7520 Rate is the probability that portfolio return will be greater than or equal to the supplied target or 7520
rate. As with other such figures, the accuracy of those predictions are based on the accuracy of the risk, return and distributional assumptions applied to the
calculation.
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 Probability Density:one way to express the likelihood of a particular event is to display its probability density. The more a given event is ‘dense with probability’
the more likely it is. In this analysis, probability density is used to elaborate the relative likelihood of a portfolio’s achieving a specified value at a specified time in
the investment horizon.

 Probability of Return:In the context of an internally consistent model, risk and return forecasts can be used to infer the likelihood that a given portfolio’s return
will be above or below any nominal threshold.

Probability < 0% or Probability of Loss is the probability that portfolio return will be less than or equal to zero.

Probability of Target Return is the probability that portfolio return will be greater than or equal to the supplied target. As with the other figures in this
analysis, the accuracy of those predictions are based on the accuracy of the risk, return and distributional assumptions applied to the calculation.

 Return Forecast: Projected annual rate of change in the price of an asset class or portfolio. In the foregoing analysis, Portfolio Return Forecasts are based on a
weighted average of the return assumptions for granular asset classes, detailed Appendix 4, where the weights are equal to the portfolio itself.

 Scenario Analysis: An examination of the effect of a specified event- historical, hypothetical or some combination of the two (here conditional)- on a portfolio’s
return. Another name for ‘what if’ analysis.

 Sharpe Ratio: Developed by William F. Sharpe, this calculation measures the risk-adjusted return, or ‘efficiency’, of a portfolio. The Sharpe Ratio is calculated as
the excess expected return an investment or portfolio delivers divided by its expected volatility, i.e. standard deviation, where excess means expected return
minus the risk free rate of return. One criticism of Sharpe ratios is that the measure of risk, portfolio standard deviation, penalizes all forms of dispersion equally,
upside and downside, and does not sufficiently control for downside event risk.

 Skewness: A statistical measure of asymmetry of an asset class or portfolio return distribution. Negative skew is an undesirable characteristic of some
investments, e.g. private real estate, indicating that left hand tail of a return distribution (representing the likelihood of downside deviation from average) is ‘longer’
than the right hand, i.e. that downside events are bigger than their reciprocally plausible upside ones. By corollary, the bulk of the values of negatively skewed
distributions lie above the average. Positive skewed distributions, such as private equity and managed futures, exhibit the opposite behavior, and distributions with
zero skew are balanced about the average.

 Standard Deviation: A statistical measure of the dispersion of data (in the context of this report, return data). Standard deviation can be thought of as the
average difference between an individual data point and the average value of all data points under consideration. All else equal, more broadly distributed returns
will have a higher standard deviation than more narrowly distributed returns.

 Turnover: A measure of the average holding period of an investment in a client’s portfolio. Portfolio turnover is calculated by taking either the total value of
securities bought or sold – whichever is less – over a 12-month time period, divided by net asset value. The GIC’s assumptions of asset class turnover are based
on the average turnover values of managers in that category.

 Value-at-Risk (Annual): A measure of the downside risk of an investment portfolio, it is defined in this presentation as the portfolio loss that is less than 95% of
projected one year returns. One way to interpret the statistic is that drawdowns of this magnitude or greater would be, on average, anticipated in one out of every
twenty years, subject to the accuracy of the risk, return and distributional assumptions applied to the calculation.

 Volatility: A measure of the magnitude of variability of the returns of an asset class or security, measured statistically as the forecasted standard deviation of
those returns (see above). It is generally the case that a larger dispersion of return implies greater risk, as this implies more substantially adverse outcomes for a
given level of likelihood of their occurrence.
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Cash: Representative Index- Bloomberg US Generic Government 3M Yield (1954 – 2018)

Treasury bills and other money markets debt securities with very short-term maturities are called cash or cash equivalents. They earn interest based on agreed upon
rates that are in practice heavily influenced Federal Reserve overnight policy interest rates.



Short Duration: Representative Index- Barclays U.S. Government/Credit 1-3 Year Bond Index (1976 – 2018)

Fixed-rate, short-term debt of developed-market countries. Currency exposure is hedged to the US dollar.



US Investment Grade Fixed Income: Representative Index- Barclays Capital US Aggregate Bond Index (hedged) (1976 – 2018)

US investment grade (treasury, government agency, investment grade corporate, agency mortgage-backed security, etc.) debt securities with a maturity of 1 year or
greater.



International Investment Grade Fixed Income: Representative Index- Barclays Capital Non-USD Aggregate Bond Index (hedged) (1990 – 2018)

Global investment-grade, fixed-rate corporate debt securities as well as the securitized component that includes mortgage-backed securities, asset-backed securities,
and commercial mortgage-backed securities. Currency exposure is hedged to the US dollar.



Municipal Bonds: Representative Index- Barclays Capital Municipal Bond Index, (1980 - 2018)

Bonds issued by US state and local governments or their agencies which are tax advantaged for investors subject to federal (and sometimes state) US income tax
liability.



Floating Rate Notes: Representative Index- Barclays Capital US Floating Rate Note Index (2003 – 2018)

Bonds whose coupon payments are reset periodically based on a reference index, most commonly a money market interest rate such as LIBOR, plus an explicit
spread to the reference rate contractually specified at issuance. Floating Rate Notes have low interest rate risk due to the fact that their baseline interest rate ‘floats’
on prevailing interest rates, however, they have the same exposure to credit and credit spread risk as other corporate bonds with similar risk factors and spread
duration.



High Yield: Representative Index- Barclays Capital Global High Yield Index (hedged) (1990 – 2018)

Globally issued speculative grade corporate and securitized bonds, typically without a long track record of sales or of questionable credit quality, and generally rated
BB+ (S&P/Fitch) or Ba+ (Moody’s) or lower. High yield bonds trade at a premium yield to investment grade bonds to compensate investors for their higher risk (which
accounts for their name). Currency exposure is hedged to the US dollar.



High Yield Municipal Bonds: Representative Index- Barclays Capital Municipal High Yield Index, (2003-2018)

Bonds issued by financially distressed US state and local governments or their agencies which, like investment grade Municipal Bonds, are tax advantaged for
investors subject to federal (and sometimes state) US income tax liability. High Yield Municipal Bonds, like the corporate variety, are typically rated speculative grade
by the credit rating agencies- BB+ (S&P/Fitch) or Ba+ (Moody’s) or lower. They also trade at a premium yield to investment grade bonds to compensate investors for
their higher risk.



Emerging Market Bonds: Representative Index- JP Morgan Government Bond Index, Emerging Markets Global Diversified Composite (local currency, unhedged) (2003 –
2018)

Debt instruments issued by emerging market sovereigns and corporations and denominated in the currency of their domicile. Securities issued by foreign corporations
or governments may be subject to market, economic, political or other conditions affecting the respective government, company, industry or country.



Emerging Market Corporate Bonds: Representative Indices- JP Morgan Corporate Emerging Markets Bond Index, US dollar (2007 – 2018), JP Morgan Emerging Market
Bond Index, US Dollar (1994 – 2007)

Debt instruments issued by emerging market corporations and quasi-sovereign corporations (more than 50% government ownership) domiciled in the emerging
markets of Latin American, Eastern Europe, the Middle East/Africa, and Asia and denominated in US dollars. Securities issued by foreign corporations may be subject
to market, economic, political or other conditions affecting the respective government, company, industry or country.

Representative indexes are subject to change at any time based on the Global Investment Committee’s judgments as to their appropriateness for the asset class. Please see
Page 17 of the Appendix, under the section “What else is important to know?”, for important disclosures about representative indexes.
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Inflation-Linked Securities: Representative Index- Barclays Capital Universal Government Inflation-Linked Bond Index (1997 – 2018)

A special type of government bond whose principal and coupon payments are reset based on changes in a reference measure of retail inflation, (e.g. the Bureau of
Economic Analysis’s Consumer Price Index in the US), thereby attempting to reduce its exposure to the potentially deleterious effects of inflation on bond investments.



Preferred Stock : Representative Index- The BofA Merrill Lynch Fixed Rate Preferred Securities Total Return Index (1989 – 2018)

Ownership in a corporation with a higher claim on the assets and earnings than common stock, but no residual claim on earnings beyond the contractually specified
dividends, and usually no voting rights. Preferred stock is generally junior to the secured, unsecured and subordinated debt of an issuing company in the corporation's
capital structure, which implies greater credit and cash flow risks than traditional debt and debentures. As a result, preferred stocks tend to trade at higher yields than
similar cash flow/issuer credit quality bonds to compensate investors (preferred stock pays a contractually formalized dividend that in practice functions like a coupon).



Convertible Bonds : Representative Index- Merrill Lynch Convertible Bond Index (2003 – 2018)

Convertible bonds are corporate bonds embedded with equity warrants that give the owner the right to ‘convert’ the bond security into common stock, ADRs, or a cash
equivalent at a contractually specified conversion ratio. Depending on the ratio and the performance of the reference equity security, convertible bonds can trade like
equities, like bonds, or as a hybrid of the two. Convertible bonds are also considered to be exposed to equity volatility via the embedded warrant, and the spread on
the baseline bond security.



US Large-Cap Growth Equities: Representative Index- Russell 1000 Growth Index (1979 – 2018)

US traded stocks with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values in the approximately 1000 largest securities on a combination of market and
current index membership in the US equity universe.



US Large-Cap Value Equities: Representative Index- Russell 1000 Value Index (1979 – 2018)

US traded stocks with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values in the approximately 1000 largest securities on a combination of market and
current index membership in the US equity universe.



US Mid-Cap Growth Equities: Representative Index- Russell Midcap Growth Index (1986 – 2018)

US traded stocks with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values in medium capitalization companies in the US equity universe.



US Mid-Cap Value Equities: Representative Index- Russell Midcap Value Index (1986 – 2018)

US traded stocks with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values in medium capitalization companies in the US equity universe.



US Small-Cap Growth Equities: Representative Index- Russell 2000 Growth Index (1979 – 2018)

US traded stocks with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values in the approximately 2000 smallest securities on a combination of market and
current index membership in the US equity universe.



US Small-Cap Value Equities: Representative Index- Russell 2000 Value Index (1979 – 2018)

US traded stocks with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values in the approximately 2000 smallest securities on a combination of market and
current index membership in the US equity universe.

Representative indexes are subject to change at any time based on the Global Investment Committee’s judgments as to their appropriateness for the asset class. Please see
Page 17 of the Appendix, under the section “What else is important to know?”, for important disclosures about representative indexes.
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International Developed Market Equities: Representative Index- MSCI Europe Asia Far East IMI Index (1970 – 2018).


Stocks traded in developed markets outside the United States. Investing in the securities of such companies and countries adds foreign exchange rate risk for US
based investors, however can also provide diversification.







Canada Equities: Representative Index- MSCI Canada IMI Index (1970 – 2018)

Stocks traded in Canada.
Europe Equities: Representative Index- MSCI Europe IMI Index (1970 – 2018)

Stocks traded in Developed Europe.
UK Equities: Representative Index- MSCI UK IMI Index (1970 – 2018)

Stocks traded in the United Kingdom.
Japan Equities: Representative Index- MSCI Japan IMI Index (1970 – 2018)

Stocks traded in Japan.
Pacific ex Japan Equities: Representative Index- MSCI Pacific ex Japan IMI Index (1970 – 2018)

Stocks traded in the developed markets of the Pacific region excluding Japan (i.e., primarily Australia, Hong Kong, New Zealand and Singapore).
World ex US Small-Cap Equities: Representative Index- MSCI World ex US Small Cap IMI Index (1995 – 2018)

Small capitalization stocks traded throughout the developed markets outside the US.



Emerging Market Equities: Representative Index- MSCI Emerging Markets IMI Index (1988 – 2018)

Stock issued by companies domiciled in emerging markets. Investing in the securities of such companies and countries involves certain consideration not usually
associated with investing in developed countries, including political and economic situations and instability, adverse diplomatic developments, price volatility, lack of
liquidity and fluctuations in the currency exchange.



Frontier Emerging Market Equities: Representative Index- MSCI Frontier Markets Index (2002 – 2018)

Stock issued by companies domiciled in frontier emerging markets, which are the least developed emerging market countries. Investing in the securities of such
companies and countries exacerbates the considerations associated with investing in emerging market countries, including political and economic situations and
instability, adverse diplomatic developments, price volatility, lack of liquidity and fluctuations in the currency exchange.



US & Global Equity Market Sector, Style and Capitalization Segments: Representative Indices as per the relevant component of the MSCI World IMI Index (1988 –
2018)

Under certain circumstances, it may be necessary to capture the sector and/or capitalization specifics of an underlying client holding. In these cases, the GIC will
model the exposure according to the component of the MSCI All Country World IMI Index which it best matches. For example, a position in a global energy sector
fund would be modeled as the MSCI World Energy Sector Index.



Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITS): Representative Index- FTSE EPRA NAREIT Global Total Return Index (1990 – 2018)

A security that is usually traded like a stock on the major exchanges and invests in real estate directly, either through properties or mortgage loans and securities and
‘pas through’ the income generated by its investments to shareholders.



Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs): Representative Index- Alerian MLP Total Return Index (1996 – 2018)

MLPs are limited partnerships that are publicly traded on a securities exchange. MLPs invest in the cash flow generating assets of qualifying commercial enterprises,
commonly energy infrastructure (e.g. pipelines). Similarly to REITs, MLPs pass through the vast majority of its earnings to investors as dividend distributions.

Representative indexes are subject to change at any time based on the Global Investment Committee’s judgments as to their appropriateness for the asset class. Please see
Page 17 of the Appendix, under the section “What else is important to know?”, for important disclosures about representative indexes.
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Commodities: Representative Index- Dow Jones / UBS Commodity Total Return Index (1970 – 2018)

Commodities are distinguished from financial investments in that they are tangible or ‘real’ assets, such Precious Metals, Cereals, Oil, Copper, Timber, etc. The prices
of real assets tend to fluctuate widely and to a large extent unpredictably, due to their high exposure to idiosyncratic factors (e.g. weather). Moreover, commodity
prices are affected by a broad range factors including global supply and demand, investors’ expectations with respect to the rate of inflation, currency exchange rates,
interest rates, investment and trading activities of hedge funds and commodity funds, and global or regional political, economic or financial events and situations.



Precious Metals: Representative Index- Dow Jones / UBS Precious Metals Total Return Index (1973 – 2018)

Subset of the larger commodity asset class consisting only of precious metals, including gold, silver, platinum, and palladium, whose low storage costs yield them
substantial demand as a monetary store of value/inflation hedge. Precious metals demand is derived largely from jewelry and investors/central banks, with lesser
industrial applications compared with base metals and other commodities. Precious metals have high historical volatility and attendant risks, and low historical returns
relative to other risk assets, however their reputation for maintaining value in highly adverse geopolitical circumstances ensures a substantial and dedicated investor
base. Note: The representative index for Precious Metals, S&P GSCI Precious Metals Total Return Index, includes only gold and silver, and assumes they are an
effective proxy for precious metals as a whole. Precious metals are more appropriate for the risk capital portion of your portfolio and for investors who have
speculative investment objectives.



Managed Futures and Managed Futures Sectors: Representative Indices- Barclay BTop50 Index, Barclay Currency Traders Index, Barclay Agricultural Traders Index,
Barclay Discretionary Traders Index, Barclay Diversified Traders Index, Barclay Financial & Metals Traders Index, Barclay Systematic Traders Index, (1980 – 2018)

Managed Futures are alternative investment vehicles that trade financial and commodity futures, forwards and options on such futures and forwards. Assets in
managed futures are managed by professional trading managers called Commodity Trading Advisors or CTAs. The BTOP50 Index seeks to replicate the overall
composition of the managed futures industry with regard to trading style and overall market exposure and includes the largest investable trading advisor programs, as
measured by assets under management, provided the program is open for investment, willing to furnish daily returns, has at least two years of trading activity and its
advisor has at least three years of operating history. The BTOP50's portfolio is equally weighted among the selected programs at the beginning of each calendar year
and is rebalanced annually. Barclay CTA Sub-Indices group specific managers within the Barclay estimation universe according to their investment strategy (e.g.
which markets they invest in, whether they generate their signals through quantitative or qualitative means, etc.).



Hedged Strategies and Hedged Strategy Sectors: Representative Indices- HFRI Fund of Funds Composite Index, HFRI Relative Value Index , HFRI Event-Driven Index,
HFRI Equity Hedge Index, HFRI Macro Index, (1990 – 2018)

A private and unregistered investment pool that may employ sophisticated hedging and arbitrage techniques, using long and short positions, leverage and derivatives
and investments in many markets. The HFRI Monthly Indices (HFRI) are equally weighted performance indexes, utilized by numerous hedge fund managers as a
benchmark for their own hedge funds. Fund of Funds invest with multiple managers, creating a diversified portfolio of managers with the intent to lower the risk of
investing with individual managers. Hedge Fund Research, Inc. (“HFRI”), Funds of Funds Indices are based on information self-reported by hedge fund managers that
decide on their own, at any time, whether or not they want to provide, or continue to provide, information to HFR Asset Management, L.L.C. Results for funds that go
out of business are included in the index until the date that they cease operations. Therefore, these indices may not be complete or accurate representations of the
hedge fund universe, and may be biased in several ways.



Natural Resources: Representative Index- MSCI All Country World Infrastructure Utility Total Return Index (1999 – 2018)

Natural resource investments are investment in private and publicly listed enterprises that procure basic resources like timber, water and energy. Private natural
energy investments are illiquid and often bear both substantial risks and opportunities for their investors.



Leveraged Loans: Representative Index- S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan Index (1997 – 2018)

A leveraged loan is a loan, most commonly of low credit quality (often to relatively highly leveraged/speculative entities) that is underwritten, securitized and
administered by a financial intermediary, most typically an investment bank, and then syndicated/sold on to ultimate investors. Leveraged loans are often though not
always illiquid, concentrated and high risk/return securities.

Representative indexes are subject to change at any time based on the Global Investment Committee’s judgments as to their appropriateness for the asset class. Please see
Page 17 of the Appendix, under the section “What else is important to know?”, for important disclosures about representative indexes.
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Private Equity: Representative Indexes- Venture Economics Private Equity Index/Venture Economics LBO Index/Venture Economics Venture Capital Index/Venture
Economics Mezzanine Funds Index (1988 – 2018), Venture Economics European LBO Index (1988 – 2018) , MSCI World Infrastructure Total Return Index (1999 – 2018)

Private equity firms that provide equity, debt and debt equity hybrid capital (mezzanine debt) to a wide variety of firms, from start-ups to small, medium and, in certain
cases, large capitalization firms, both public and private. Private equity interests are typically highly illiquid, involve a high degree of risk and leverage on the
underlying portfolio of companies and can be subject to transfer restrictions. Venture Economics collects quarterly information on individual private equity funds across
the private equity sub-strategies listed below. The Venture Economics data set is based on voluntary reporting of fund returns by private equity firms and their limited
partners.

Leveraged Buyouts: Ownership, equity or interest in funds that primarily conduct leveraged buyouts of public and private firms for the purposes of enhancing
their efficiency and most typically, resale onto the public market or private entities after several years.

Venture Capital: Venture Capital funds provide equity capital and other services to enterprises in the early stages of their development for the primary objective
of ushering the company through its preliminary development and ultimately selling the company, most commonly through initial public offerings.

Mezzanine Debt: Private equity transactions often create hybrid capital instruments with both debt and equity features, whether through their speculative nature,
their optionality, etc. Mezzanine Debt funds invest in these securities and pass their typically high yield, illiquidity and risk onto their ultimate investors.

European Leveraged Buyouts: Ownership, equity or interest in funds that primarily conduct leveraged buyouts of public and private firms in Europe for the
purposes of enhancing their efficiency and most typically, resale onto the public market or private entities after several years.

Infrastructure: Ownership interest in infrastructure projects that typically generate reliable cash flows with lesser volatility and upside than other private equity
types.

Partnership Interests: Ownership interests in professional partnerships (e.g. law firms, etc.). There are no indices nor financial returns series that directly
measure returns to partnership stakes, but they are often a highly significant component of their owner’s net worth. As such, the GIC proxies Partnership Interests
with Private Equity, (as per the above), with adjustments to take account of their unique risks, (i.e. lesser leverage and greater exposure to the specific risks of a
single enterprise).



Private Real Estate: Representative Indexes- NCREIF Property Index (1980 – 2018), Investment Property Databank Global Property Index (1980 – 2018), NCREIF
Townsend Fund Index (1988 – 2018)

Commercial real estate properties or funds from all market sectors, unleveraged in the case of property exposure, and varying in the case of real estate funds in their
degree of leverage and speculative nature, acquired and held in the private market for investment purpose. Real estate investments are subject to special risks,
including interest rate and property value fluctuations, as well as risk related to general and economic conditions.

US Real Estate: Private Real Estate domiciled within the United States.

Canada Real Estate: Private Real Estate domiciled within Canada.

UK Real Estate: Private Real Estate domiciled within the United Kingdom.

Europe ex UK Real Estate: Private Real Estate domiciled within the developed markets of Europe excluding the United Kingdom.

Japan Real Estate: Private Real Estate domiciled within Japan.

Dev AP ex Japan Real Estate: Private Real Estate domiciled within the Pacific Region’s developed markets excluding Japan.

Latin America Real Estate: Private Real Estate domiciled within Latin America.

Emerging Asia Real Estate: Private Real Estate domiciled within the emerging markets of Asia

Real Estate Funds: Private Equity Real Estate funds domiciled in the United States, including Core, Value-Added and Opportunistic investments/funds.

Core Real Estate Funds: Core Private Equity Real Estate funds domiciled in the United States.

Value-Added Real Estate Funds: Value-Added Private Equity Real Estate funds domiciled in the United States.

Opportunistic Real Estate Funds: Opportunistic Private Equity Real Estate funds domiciled in the United States.

Representative indexes are subject to change at any time based on the Global Investment Committee’s judgments as to their appropriateness for the asset class. Please see
Page 17 of the Appendix, under the section “What else is important to know?”, for important disclosures about representative indexes.
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There are risks associated with different investment options. For example, Bonds are subject to interest rate risk. When interest rates rise, bond prices fall; generally
the longer a bond’s maturity, the more sensitive it is to this risk. Bonds may also be subject to call risk, which is the risk that the issuer will redeem the debt at its
option, fully or partially, before the scheduled maturity date. The market value of debt instruments may fluctuate, and proceeds from sales prior to maturity may be
more or less than the amount originally invested or the maturity value due to changes in market conditions or the credit quality of the issuer. Bonds are subject to the
credit risk of the issuer. This is the risk that the issuer might be unable to make interest and/or principal payments on a timely basis. Bonds are subject to
reinvestment risk, which is the risk that principal and/or interest payments from a given investment may be reinvested at a lower interest rate. Bonds are also subject
to secondary market risk, as there is no guarantee that a secondary market will exist for a particular fixed income security.
Asset-backed Securities generally decrease in value as a result of interest rate increases, but may benefit less than other fixed-income securities from declining
interest rates, principally because of prepayments
Interest on Municipal Bonds and is generally exempt from federal income tax; however, some bonds may be subject to the alternative minimum tax (AMT). Typically,
state tax-exemption applies if securities are issued within one’s state of residence and, if applicable, local tax-exemption applies if securities are issued within one’s
city of residence The tax-exempt status of municipal securities may be changed by legislative process, which could affect their value and marketability. Insurance
does not pertain to market values which will fluctuate over the life of the bonds; it covers only the timely payment of interest and principal. Credit quality varies
depending on the specific issuer and insurer. Credit ratings shown may be the higher of the ‘underlying’ rating of the issuer or the rating of any insurer providing credit
enhancement to the bonds.
High Yield Municipal Bonds are often but not always exempt from federal tax, and are subject to many of the same risks as Municipal Bonds. In addition, High Yield
Municipals, which often do not have recourse to the credit of the governmental issuer, have a substantial risk of default relative to investment grade Municipal Bonds.
In this, they are analogous to Corporate and Securitized High Yield Bonds, which have speculative characteristics and present significant risks beyond those of
other securities, including substantially greater credit risk, price volatility, call option risk and limited liquidity in the secondary market, the latter of which can be
substantially exacerbated during periods of market duress. High Yield debt across all sectors should comprise only a limited portion of a balanced portfolio.
Investing in the bonds of foreign Emerging Markets entail greater risks than those normally associated with domestic markets, such as political, currency, economic
and market risks. Investors should be careful to consider these risks alongside their individual circumstances, objectives and risk tolerance. Emerging market debt
should comprise only a limited portion of a balanced portfolio.
Convertible Bonds and Preferred Stocks are subject to market risk including interest risk, credit (default) risk, liquidity risk, and equity risk of the underlying
common stocks. They are also subject to dividend risk that the underlying company increases its common stock dividend without similarly adjusting the convertible
bond’s yield or preferred stock’s dividend. This may reduce or even negate the yield advantage over the common stock. The majority of convertible bonds and
preferred stocks are ‘callable’ meaning that the issuer may retire the securities at specific prices and dates prior to maturity, and/or at a lower price than the purchase
price. Interest/dividend payments on certain preferred issues maybe deferred by the issuer for periods of up to 5 to 10 years, depending on the particular issue. The
investor would still have income tax liability even though payments would not have been received.
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS) coupon payments and underlying principal are automatically increased, or if above par, decreased, to compensate
for inflation as measured by the consumer price index (CPI). While the real rate of return is guaranteed, TIPS tend to offer a low initial interest. Because the return of
TIPS is linked to inflation, TIPS may significantly underperform versus conventional US Treasuries in times of low inflation or deflation. Some inflation-linked securities
may be subject to call risk.
Floating Rate Notes may have lower initial rate than fixed-rate securities of the same maturity because investors expect to receive additional income due to future
increases in the floating/linked index. However, there can be no assurance that these increases will occur. Furthermore, floating rate notes expose their issuers to
substantial interest rate risk, which can lead to financial duress and potential credit events.
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Publicly traded Equity securities may fluctuate in response to news on companies, industries, market conditions and the general economic environment. There are
additional risks associated with international investing, including foreign economic, political, monetary, and/or legal factors, changing currency exchange rates,
foreign taxes and differences in financial and accounting standards. In addition, the securities markets of many of the emerging markets are substantially smaller,
less liquid and more volatile than the securities of the US and other developed market countries, and historically have been subject to a greater degree of geopolitical
and other specific ‘country’ risk than have developed market securities. All of these risks are even more acute in the context of investing in equity securities traded in
Frontier Emerging Markets.
Equity portfolios concentrated in specific Styles or Sectors of the market tend to have greater risks than more diversified portfolios. Growth investing does not
guarantee a profit or eliminate risk. The stocks of ‘growth’ companies can have relatively high valuations. Because of these high valuations, an investment in a growth
stock can be more risky than an investment in a company with more modest growth expectations. Value investing does not guarantee a profit or eliminate risk. Not all
companies whose stocks are considered to be value stocks are able to turn their business around or successfully employ corrective strategies which would result in
stock prices that do not rise as initially expected.
Investing in smaller companies involves greater risks not associated with investing in more established companies, such as business risk, significant stock price
fluctuations and illiquidity.
Stocks of medium-sized companies entail special risks, such as limited product lines, markets, and financial resources, and greater market volatility than securities
of larger, more-established companies.
Investing in Commodities, including commodity futures contracts, and physical Precious Metals, entails significant risks. Commodity and Precious Metal prices may
be affected by a variety of factors at any time, including but not limited to, (i) changes in supply and demand relationships, (ii) governmental programs and policies,
(iii) national and international political and economic events, war and terrorist events, (iv) changes in interest and exchange rates, (v) trading activities in commodities
and related contracts, (vi) pestilence, technological change and weather, (vii) the price volatility of a commodity and (viii) changes in inflationary and other monetary
conditions. In addition, the commodities markets are subject to temporary distortions or other disruptions due to various factors, including lack of liquidity, participation
of speculators and government intervention. Commodities and Precious Metals are more appropriate for the risk capital portion of your portfolio and for investors who
have speculative investment objectives.
Real Estate Investment Trusts, (REITs) investing risks include property value fluctuations, lack of liquidity, limited diversification and sensitivity to several economic
and financial factors including but not limited to interest rate changes, equity market drawdowns and economic recessions.
Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs) investing risks include financial leverage, energy demand destruction, lack of liquidity, limited diversification, and sensitivity to
several economic and financial factors including but not limited to interest rate changes, equity market drawdowns, credit freezes and economic recessions. MLPs are
also exposed to changes in tax and regulatory policy and are subject to complex tax reporting requirements.
Individual MLPs are publicly traded partnerships that have unique risks related to their structure. These include, but are not limited to, their reliance on the capital
markets to fund growth, adverse ruling on the current tax treatment of distributions (typically mostly tax deferred), and commodity volume risk.
The potential tax benefits from investing in MLPs depend on their being treated as partnerships for federal income tax purposes and, if the MLP is deemed to be a
corporation, then its income would be subject to federal taxation at the entity level, reducing the amount of cash available for distribution to the fund which could result
in a reduction of the fund’s value.
MLPs carry interest rate risk and may underperform in a rising interest rate environment. MLP funds accrue deferred income taxes for future tax liabilities associated
with the portion of MLP distributions considered to be a tax-deferred return of capital and for any net operating gains as well as capital appreciation of its investments;
this deferred tax liability is reflected in the daily NAV; and, as a result, the MLP fund’s after-tax performance could differ significantly from the underlying assets even if
the pre-tax performance is closely tracked.
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Alternative Investments which may be referenced in this report, including Private Equity funds (including Venture Capital, Leveraged Buyouts and Mezzanine Debt
funds), Private Real Estate funds, Hedged Strategies, Managed Futures funds, Funds of Hedge Funds, Infrastructure funds, Leveraged Loan funds and Natural
Resource funds, are speculative and entail significant risks that can include losses due to leveraging or other speculative investment practices, lack of liquidity,
volatility of returns, restrictions on transferring interests in a fund, potential lack of diversification, absence and/or delay of information regarding valuations and pricing,
complex tax structures and delays in tax reporting, less regulation and higher fees than mutual funds and risks associated with the operations, personnel and
processes of the advisor.
Managed futures investments are speculative, involve a high degree of risk, use significant leverage, have limited liquidity and/or may be generally illiquid, may incur
substantial charges, may subject investors to conflicts of interest, and are usually suitable only for the risk capital portion of an investor’s portfolio. Before investing in
any partnership and in order to make an informed decision, investors should read the applicable prospectus and/or offering documents carefully for additional
information, including charges, expenses, and risks. Managed futures investments are not intended to replace equities or fixed income securities but rather may act
as a complement to these asset categories in a diversified portfolio.
Private Real Estate investing risks include those applicable to publicly traded real estate, like REITs, including exposure to economic developments, however in
practice private real estate entails substantially greater concentrations (less diversification) and far less liquidity than public real estate (the secondary market for
private real estate is limited and transaction and market impact costs can be prohibitive, especially during market dislocations). As a consequence, Private Real
Estate investments are exposed to high levels of asymmetric downside risk. The risk of Private Real Estate increases on an increasing basis (i.e. non-linearly) with
the degree to which the underlying properties are leveraged.
Private Equity investing risks includes those applicable to publically traded equities, however in practice private equity entails substantially greater concentrations
and risk, and far less liquidity than public real estate (the secondary market for private equity is limited and transaction and market impact costs can be prohibitive,
especially during market dislocations). In addition, Private Equity investing often exposes investors to high levels of leverage and strategy specific risk, both of which
can contribute to adverse events. Though Private Equity Infrastructure generates high yields, it is not a bond substitute tends to be highly illiquid and carries a host of
specific risks relating to the inherent concentrations of any given investment.
Rebalancing does not protect against a loss in declining financial markets. There may be a potential tax implication with a rebalancing strategy. Investors should
consult with their tax advisor before implementing such a strategy.
Asset Allocation and diversification do not assure a profit or protect against loss in declining financial markets.
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Morgan Stanley Wealth Management Global Investment Committee Expected Return Estimates Methodology
This tool incorporates a methodology for making hypothetical financial projections approved by the Global Investment Committee. Opinions expressed in this
presentation may differ materially from those expressed by other departments or divisions or affiliates of Morgan Stanley Wealth Management.
About Expected Return Estimates, Rate of Return, Standard Deviation, and Asset Class Indices
Expected Return Estimates (EREs)
What are EREs?
Expected Return Estimates (EREs) represent one set of assumptions regarding rates of return for specific asset classes approved by the Global Investment
Committee.
How are EREs derived?
EREs are derived using a proprietary methodology using a building block approach. Our EREs reflect expectations for a number of long-term economic and marketrelated factors we expect to influence capital market returns, such as population growth, productivity, earnings expectations, etc.
Index returns are used for calculation of volatility and correlations. For most indices, we use data since 1994. Regarding several types of alternative investments such
as hedged strategies, private equity and real estate, we apply significant statistical adjustments to historical returns in order to correct for distortions such as
survivorship biases, selection biases, and returns measurement error (e.g. by consequence of stale prices in the illiquid asset classes).
What else is important to know?
It is important to remember that future rates of return can’t be predicted with certainty and that investments that may provide higher rates of return are generally subject
to higher risk and volatility. The actual rate of return on investments can vary widely over time. This includes the potential loss of principal on your investment.
Investors should carefully consider several important factors when making asset allocation decisions using projected investment performance data based on assumed
rates of return on indices:
Indices illustrate the investment performance of instruments that have certain similar characteristics and are intended to reflect broad segments of an asset class.
Indices do not represent the actual or hypothetical performance of any specific investment, including any individual security within an index. Although some indices can
be replicated, it is not possible to directly invest in an index. It is important to remember the investment performance of an index does not reflect deductions for
investment charges, expenses, or fees that may apply when investing in securities and financial instruments such as commissions, sales loads, or other applicable
fees. Also, the stated investment performance assumes the reinvestment of interest and dividends at net asset value without taxes, and also assumes that the portfolio
is consistently “rebalanced” to the initial target weightings. Asset allocations which deviate significantly from the initial weightings can significantly affect the likelihood
of achieving the projected investment performance.
Another important factor to keep in mind when considering the historical and projected returns of indices is that the risk of loss in value of a specific asset, such as a
stock, a bond or a share of a mutual fund, is not the same as, and does not match, the risk of loss in a broad asset class index. As a result, the investment
performance of an index will not be the same as the investment performance of a specific instrument, including one that is contained in the index. Such a possible lack
of “investment performance correlation” may also apply to the future of a specific instrument relative to an index.
For these reasons, the ultimate decision to invest in specific instruments should not be premised on expectations that the historical or projected returns of indices will
be the same as those for specific investments made.
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Rates of Return, Standard Deviation and Asset Class Indices
Standard deviation is a common risk measurement that estimates how much an investment’s return will vary from its predicted average. Generally, the higher an
investment’s standard deviation, the more widely its returns will fluctuate, implying greater volatility. In the past, asset classes that have typically provided the highest
returns have also carried greater risk. For purposes of this Presentation, the standard deviation for the asset classes shown below are calculated using data going
back to 1994.
It is important to note that the rates of return of the listed indices may be significantly different than the ERE or your own assumptions about the rates of return used in
the Presentation. As always, keep in mind that past performance is no guarantee of future results. EREs are for illustrative purposes only and are not indicative of the
future performance of any specific investment.
Performance of an asset class within a portfolio is dependent upon the allocation of securities within the asset class and the weighting or the percentage of the asset
class within that portfolio. Potential for a portfolio’s loss is exacerbated in a downward trending market. A well-diversified portfolio is less vulnerable in a falling market.
Asset allocation and diversification, however, do not assure a profit or protect against loss in a declining market.
Asset class returns and standard deviations of returns projections are based on reasoned estimates of drivers of capital market returns and historical relationships. As
with any return estimation discipline, the assumptions and inputs underlying the GIC’s EREs may or may not reconcile with, or reflect, each investor’s individual
investment horizon, risk tolerance, capital markets outlook, and world view. For these reasons, and because return estimation methods are complicated, investors are
encouraged to discuss returns estimation with a Morgan Stanley Financial Advisor/Private Wealth Advisor.
As described, financial returns estimation involves developing a methodology for extracting expected returns and standard deviations of returns from historical data.
Each returns estimation methodology is developed by selecting objective and subjective factors that vary among those developing the returns estimation model. The
GIC has formulated several different methodologies and makes its return estimates available to Morgan Stanley customers. Differences exist between the various
methodologies because different objective and subjective factors are incorporated into each methodology. These differences can include: the indices used as proxies
for various asset categories and classes, the length of time historical index data is input into the calculations, and the resulting expected returns and volatility for each
asset class. Each model may cover a greater or lesser number of asset classes than other models, the indices used to represent asset classes may be different for
certain classes of assets in the models, and the GIC has more asset classes in the Alternative Investments asset category than are available in other models.
Additionally, other differences may develop in the future as these methodologies are dynamic in nature and are likely to change over time.
While Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC has not designed its returns estimation methodologies to match or address its inventory as a broker-dealer of financial
products, an appearance of a conflict of interest could exist in which the GIC’s EREs, if followed, guide investors in directions that support Morgan Stanley Smith
Barney LLC’s inventory. To the extent this is a concern to customers, they should request that a return estimation be prepared using a different third party
methodology, either alone or in conjunction with a GIC model for comparison purposes. Your Financial Advisor/Private Wealth Advisor is available to explain the
different returns estimation methodologies and can compare and contrast different models upon request.
Return Series Adjustments
A common way to forecast standard deviation, correlation and other risk metrics is to observe their average magnitude in historical return series data. We agree this is
appropriate for traditional asset classes- cash, bonds and equities- and for ‘alternative or absolute return’ asset classes that are priced in liquid public markets and
have consistent, transparent reporting requirements. However, we believe this approach dramatically understates the risk of hedged strategies and private
investments, such as private equity and private real estate, while overstating their potential to diversify other risks in the portfolio. These asset classes have several
pronounced biases due to voluntary reporting of performance to index providers and lack of liquidity in the underlying investments. The biases that arise include return
smoothing, survivorship bias, selection bias, stale pricing and appraisal bias each of which has implications for reported risk, return and correlation of the investments
(foremost amongst which is the artificial reduction of their actual risks).
To address these challenges, the Global Investment Committee use econometric models to estimate the impact of each of these biases to create synthetic ‘true’ return
series, based on the reported returns, from which we glean forecasts of the risk, return and correlation of these investments. The adjustments made are on balance
conservative. They substantially increase forecasted risk, reduce forecasted return and decrease the diversification properties compared to what the historical
averages of reported index returns suggest. Your Financial Advisor/Private Wealth Advisor is available to explain these methodological choices in greater detail upon
request.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The Global Investment Committee (GIC) Asset Allocation Models represent asset allocation recommendations made by the GIC based on general client
characteristics such as investable assets and risk tolerance. The GIC Asset Allocation Models are not representations of actual trading or any type of account, or any
type of investment strategies and none of the fees or other expenses (e.g., commissions, mark-ups, mark-downs, advisory fees) associated with actual trading or
accounts are reflected in the GIC Asset Allocation Models. The GIC Asset Allocation Models are not intended to represent a client-specific suitability analysis or
recommendation. The suitability of an asset allocation for a particular client must be based on the client’s existing portfolio, investment objectives, risk profile and
liquidity needs. Any such suitability determination could lead to asset allocation results that may differ materially from those presented herein. Each client should
consult with his or her Financial Advisor/Private Wealth Advisor to determine whether the GIC Asset Allocation Models are relevant to the client’s investment
objectives.
Every client’s financial circumstances, needs and risk tolerances are different. This Presentation (“Asset Allocation Review”) is based on the information you provided
to us, the assumptions you have asked us to make and the other assumptions indicated herein as of the date of the Presentation. This Presentation should be
considered a working document that can assist you in achieving your investment objectives. You should carefully review the information and suggestions found in this
Presentation and then decide on future steps.
This Presentation does not constitute an offer to buy, sell, or recommend any particular investment or asset, nor does it recommend that you engage in any particular
investment, manager or trading strategy. It reflects only allocations among broad asset classes. All investments have risks. The decisions as to when and how to
invest are solely your responsibility.
This Presentation does not purport to recommend or implement an investment strategy. Financial forecasts, rates of return, risk, inflation, and other assumptions may
be used as the basis for illustrations in this Presentation. They should not be considered a guarantee of future performance or a guarantee of achieving overall
financial objectives. No investment analysis has the ability to accurately predict the future, eliminate risk or guarantee investment results. As investment returns,
inflation, taxes, and other economic conditions vary from the assumptions used in this Presentation, your actual results will vary (perhaps significantly) from those
presented in this Presentation.
The assumed return rates in this Presentation are not reflective of any specific investment and do not include any transaction costs, management fees or expenses
that may be incurred by investing in specific products. Such fees would reduce a client's returns. The actual returns of a specific investment may be more or less than
the returns used in this Presentation. The return assumptions are based on historic rates of return of securities indices, which serve as proxies for the asset classes.
Moreover, different forecasts may choose different indices as a proxy for the same asset class, thus influencing the return of the asset class.
The return assumptions used in this are estimates based on models that employ fundamental macroeconomic and econometric data together with average annual
returns for the index used as a proxy for each asset class to forecast returns prospectively. The portfolio returns are calculated by weighting the individual return
assumptions disclosed herein for each asset class according to your portfolio allocation. During the preparation of this Presentation, your Financial Advisor/Private
Wealth Advisor may have refined the asset allocation strategy to develop a strategy that optimizes the potential returns that could be achieved with the appropriate
level of risk that you would be willing to assume.
Morgan Stanley cannot give any assurances that any estimates, assumptions or other aspects of the Presentation will prove correct. It is subject to actual known and
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those shown.
This Presentation speaks only as of the date of this Presentation. Morgan Stanley Smith Barney expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to update or revise
any statement or other information contained herein to reflect any change in past results, future expectations or circumstances upon which that statement or other
information is based.
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DISCLOSURES (CONT’D)
Report Prepared for PAPERS CASE STUDY
Hypothetical Portfolio Returns
The proposed asset allocations (also referred to herein as Hypothetical Portfolios) in this report are hypothetical and do not reflect actual portfolios but simply reflect
selected indices that are representative for asset classes in the GIC’s current strategic allocations. Hypothetical performance results have inherent limitations. The
past performance shown here is simulated performance based on benchmark indices, not investment results from an actual portfolio or actual trading. There can be
large differences between hypothetical and actual performance results achieved by a particular asset allocation. Actual performance results of accounts vary due to,
for example, market factors (such as liquidity) and client-specific factors (such as investment vehicle selection, timing of contributions and withdrawals, restrictions
and rebalancing schedules). Clients would not necessarily have obtained the performance results shown here if they had invested in accordance with any GIC asset
allocation, idea or strategy for the periods indicated.
Despite the limitations of hypothetical performance, these hypothetical performance results may allow clients and Financial Advisors to obtain a sense of the risk /
return trade-off of different asset allocation constructs. The hypothetical returns are not intended to forecast potential returns but rather to help identify relative
patterns of behavior among asset classes which, when put in different combinations, assume various levels of risk. Each analysis in this report contains simulations of
performance. The calculation of the performance of these Hypothetical Portfolios begins with the applicable GIC Asset Allocation Model for a particular risk profile.
The GIC has established eight model portfolios conforming to various risk tolerance levels. The least risky model corresponds to risk profile 1 with the most risky
being risk profile 8. Thus, as the risk profile increases, so does the level of risk.
Once the appropriate risk profile levels have been determined, your Financial Advisor/Private Wealth Advisor then customizes the GIC model based on each client’s
circumstances. The GIC models reflect historical performance of the indices used as proxies.
The calculation of the Hypothetical Portfolio returns assumes reinvestment of dividends, capital gains and interest but do not reflect any transaction costs, such as
taxes, fees or charges, that would apply to actual investments. Such fees and charges would reduce performance.
Hypothetical performance is shown for illustration purposes only, has inherent limitations and does not reflect actual performance, trading or decision making. The
results may vary and reflect economic or market factors such as liquidity constraints or volatility, which have an important impact on decision making and actual
performance. This hypothetical performance is likely to differ from actual practice in client accounts.
Fees reduce the performance of actual accounts: Unless specified in the Client Fee Assumptions portion of this Appendix, none of the fees or other expenses (e.g.
commissions, mark-ups, mark-downs, advisory fees) associated with actual trading or accounts are reflected in the GIC asset allocation strategy or ideas. Fees
and/or expenses would apply to clients who invest in investments in an account based on these asset allocations, and would reduce clients’ returns. The impact of
fees and/or expenses can be material.
Investing in the market entails the risk of market volatility. The value of all types of securities may increase or decrease over varying time periods.
Indices are unmanaged and an investor cannot invest directly in an index. They are shown for illustration purposes only and do not show the performance of any
specific investment. Reference to an index does not imply that the portfolio will achieve return, volatility or other results similar to the index. The composition of an
index may not reflect the manner in which a portfolio is constructed in relation to expected or achieved returns, portfolio guidelines, restrictions, sectors, correlations,
concentrations, volatility, or tracking error target, all of which are subject to change over time.
This report is not a financial plan and does not, in and of itself, create an investment advisory relationship between you and your Financial Advisor/Private Wealth
Advisor to the extent that one did not exist. In providing you with this report, we are not providing services as a fiduciary either under the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) or the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, and any information contained in this report is not intended to form the primary basis for
any investment decision by you, or investment advice or a recommendation relating to the purchase or sale of any securities for either ERISA or Internal Revenue
Code purposes.
Morgan Stanley, its affiliates, and its Financial Advisors or Private Wealth Advisors do not provide legal or tax advice. We strongly recommend that you
consult your own legal and/or tax adviser to determine whether the analyses in these materials apply to your personal circumstances. This material and
any tax-related statements are not intended or written to be used and cannot be use or relied upon, by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding taxpayer
penalties under either State or Federal tax laws.
© 2018 Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. Member SIPC.
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APPENDIX

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. This material is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or other
financial instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
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Strategic Return and Volatility Estimates, 7 Years
As of March 30, 2018

Annualized Return (2018)

Annualized Volatility (2018)

2.3%

0.9%

Ultrashort Fixed Income
Equities
US Equities

*

†

5.2

14.7

4.3

14.2

US Large-Cap Growth

3.2

15.7

US Large-Cap Value

5.0

13.7

US Mid-Cap Growth

3.0

18.5

US Mid-Cap Value

5.2

US Small-Cap Growth
US Small-Cap Value
International Equities
European Equities
Japan Equities

Ultrashort Fixed Income
Equities
US Equities
US Large-Cap Growth
US Large-Cap Value
US Mid-Cap Growth
US Mid-Cap Value
US Small-Cap Growth
US Small-Cap Value
International Equities
European Equities
Japan Equities
Asia Pacific ex Japan Equities
Emerging & Frontier Mkt. Equities
Fixed Income & Preferreds
Short-Term Fixed Income
US Fixed Income Taxable
International Fixed Income
Inflation-Protection Securities
High Yield Fixed Income
Emerging Market Fixed Income
Alternatives
Real Assets
REITs
Commodities
Master Limited Partnerships
Absolute Return Assets
Equity Hedge Assets
Equity Return Assets
Opportunistic Assets
Private Real Estate
Private Equity
Private Credit

Asia Pacific ex Japan Equities

Emerging & Frontier Mkt. Equities
Fixed Income & Preferreds
Short-Term Fixed Income
US Fixed Income Taxable
International Fixed Income
Inflation-Protection Securities
High Yield Fixed Income

Emerging Market Fixed Income
Alternatives
Real Assets
REITs

Annualized Return
(2017)
2.0%
5.7
4.9
4.6
5.3
4.9
5.3
5.6
6.6
6.3
6.4
6.1
5.8
7.5
3.0
1.9
3.0
1.3
2.2
3.5
4.7
4.1
5.9
5.0
3.0
9.8
3.5
4.1
4.5
7.2
6.8
7.6
4.1

14.8
Annualized

4.3Volatility (2017)
5.3
5.7
5.7
5.2
5.9
6.4
3.3
2.6
3.3
1.1
1.5
3.5
5.1
4.0
5.1
5.8

0.9%
16.0
14.7
16.2
14.2
19.1
15.4
21.7
17.3
17.3
16.7
20.4
22.5
22.1
4.4
2.7
5.4
4.2
7.6
8.4
12.6
6.0
14.0
17.0
14.8
20.9
4.0
8.3
8.3
14.1
17.0
18.4
8.2

21.1
16.8
16.8
16.4
20.0
21.9
21.6
5.3
1.4
5.3
4.2
7.5
8.3
12.3
5.8
12.7
16.7

Commodities

3.4

14.5

Master Limited Partnerships

5.9

16.0

Absolute Return Assets

3.4

4.0

Equity Hedge Assets

4.3

8.2

Equity Return Assets

4.4

8.1

Opportunistic Assets

6.5

14.3

Private Real Estate
Private Equity

6.5
6.4

15.2
19.1

Private Credit

3.1

8.0

Source: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management GIC
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. This material is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or other
financial instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
WEALTH MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT RESOURCES | CHARTBOOK | GIC CAPITAL MARKET FORECASTS



Notes for Strategic Return and Volatility Estimates, 7 Years
Annualized return, and annualized volatility estimates are long-term estimates with a seven-year time horizon.
Annualized volatility estimates are based on data with longest available history through December 2014.
*Strategic estimates are for illustrative purposes only, are based on proprietary models and are not indicative of the future performance of any specific investment, index or asset class. Actual performance may be more or
less than the estimates shown in this table. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized.
†We apply significant statistical adjustments to correct for distortions typically associated with indexes of returns for hedge funds, private equity and private real estate.
Investor Suitability: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management recommends that investors independently evaluate each asset class, investment style, issuer, security, instrument or strategy discussed. Legal, accounting and
tax restrictions, transaction costs and changes to any assumptions may significantly affect the economics and results of any investment. Investors should consult their own tax, legal or other advisors to determine
suitability for their specific circumstances. Investments in private funds (including hedge funds, managed futures funds and private equity funds) are speculative and include a high degree of risk.

Note: Ultrashort Fixed Income represented by 90-day T-bills, Fixed Income & Preferreds represented by Barclays US Agg. Index, Short-Term Fixed Income represented by Barclays US Agg. 1-3 Year Index, US Fixed Income
Taxable represented by Barclays US Agg. Index, International Fixed Income represented by Barclays Global Aggregate Non USD (hedged) Index, Inflation-Protection Securities represented by Barclays Global Inflation
Linked Index, High Yield Fixed Income represented by Barclays US Corporate High Yield Index and Emerging Market Fixed Income represented by JPMorgan EMBI Global. All other others are based on proprietary models.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. This material is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or other
financial instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
WEALTH MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT RESOURCES | CHARTBOOK | GIC CAPITAL MARKET FORECASTS



Secular Return and Volatility Estimates, 20-Plus Years

As of March 30, 2018

Annualized Return (2018)

Annualized Volatility (2018)

3.4%

0.9%

Ultrashort Fixed Income
Equities
US Equities

*

†

9.2

15.3

9.3

15.1

US Large-Cap Growth

9.2

16.8

US Large-Cap Value

9.2

14.4

US Mid-Cap Growth

9.8

19.9

US Mid-Cap Value

9.8

15.5

US Small-Cap Growth

10.3

22.3

US Small-Cap Value

10.3

17.2

International Equities

8.8

18.1

European Equities

7.4

17.3

Japan Equities

7.4

20.7

Asia Pacific ex Japan Equities

9.7

23.0

Emerging & Frontier Mkt. Equities

11.4

22.7

Fixed Income & Preferreds
Short-Term Fixed Income

4.8

5.3

3.6

1.4

US Fixed Income Taxable

4.8

5.3

International Fixed Income

4.5

4.2

Inflation-Protection Securities

5.7

7.5

High Yield Fixed Income

6.9

8.3

Emerging Market Fixed Income

7.1

12.3

6.4

5.8

Alternatives
Real Assets

6.8

12.7

REITs

8.0

16.7

Commodities

4.4

14.5

Master Limited Partnerships

8.1

16.0

Absolute Return Assets

5.4

4.0

Equity Hedge Assets

5.8

8.2

Equity Return Assets

7.3

8.1

Opportunistic Assets

9.1

14.3

Private Real Estate
Private Equity

6.5
11.7

15.2
19.1

Private Credit

3.4

8.0

Source: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management GIC
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. This material is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or other
financial instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
WEALTH MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT RESOURCES | CHARTBOOK | GIC CAPITAL MARKET FORECASTS



Notes for Secular Return and Volatility Estimates, 20-Plus Years
Annualized return and annualized volatility estimates are long-term estimates with a 20-year-plus time horizon.
Annualized volatility estimates are based on data with longest available history through December 2014.
*Secular estimates are for illustrative purposes only, are based on proprietary models and are not indicative of the future performance of any specific investment, index or asset class. Actual performance may be more or
less than the estimates shown in this table. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized.
†We apply significant statistical adjustments to correct for distortions typically associated with indexes of returns for hedge funds, private equity and private real estate.
Investor Suitability: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management recommends that investors independently evaluate each asset class, investment style, issuer, security, instrument or strategy discussed. Legal, accounting and
tax restrictions, transaction costs and changes to any assumptions may significantly affect the economics and results of any investment. Investors should consult their own tax, legal or other advisors to determine
suitability for their specific circumstances. Investments in private funds (including hedge funds, managed futures funds and private equity funds) are speculative and include a high degree of risk.
Note: Ultrashort Fixed Income represented by 90-day T-bills, Fixed Income & Preferreds represented by Barclays US Agg. Index, Short-Term Fixed Income represented by Barclays US Agg. 1-3 Year Index, US Fixed Income
Taxable represented by Barclays US Agg. Index, International Fixed Income represented by Barclays Global Aggregate Non USD (hedged) Index, Inflation-Protection Securities represented by Barclays Global Inflation
Linked Index, High Yield Fixed Income represented by Barclays US Corporate High Yield Index and Emerging Market Fixed Income represented by JPMorgan EMBI Global. All other others are based on proprietary models.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. This material is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or other
financial instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
WEALTH MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT RESOURCES | CHARTBOOK | GIC CAPITAL MARKET FORECASTS
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